
 

Event Report – End of Leg Six 

Hello from Nafplio… 

While Wednesday evening had been animated,  yesterday’s at the Filoxenia Resort 
was a chilled out vibe with people cooling in the pool and then enjoying a leisurely 
meal and drinks in the bar. Even mechanics had little to do? 

Moving on to Day Six then while yesterday the ‘Coast’ had featured heavily, the 
theme for our drive to Nafplio today was ‘Alpine’ with the route climbing above the 
tree line to the high plateaus, which were still snow covered on the March route 
survey. In between, however, a large variety of landscapes were on offer. 

Before we ascended into the hills, the day got under way with a return to the 
Kalamata kart circuit for a quick blast to warm up engines and drivers. Following the 
current form guide, the battle for top spot was between Anderson and Crosby with 
the E Type driver emerging on top. 

Then it was a long climb up from the coast through an impressive gorge to the first 
regularity, which scaled the Taygetos Ridge at Neochori. This was an involving 23-
km drive with a particularly hair-raising descent to the finish. Over the four timing 
points, the lowest total was just seconds which was the second overall pairing of 
Crosby/Pullan bringing the overall gap between first and second ever closer. 

By the end of this section, we were almost back at Mystras but we quickly turned 
north for a short but technical second section through Koniditsa. This included a 
short gravel ‘loop’ to the second timing point but by now nearly all crews knew to be 
looking for these. Best penalty on the section with just a single second was the E 
Type who claimed a precious second back on the charging Porsche behind. 

The morning halt was in a small family run roadside cafe at Ardames. 

This preceded a tough allocated start regularity exploring the Skiritida Forest. In days 
gone by, these dark woods were the ancestral home to the Skirites, who were 
considered to be elite soldiers. Elite navigation was the order of the day for Marathon 
crews with some challenging timing points in the 23 km’s. Here xAnderson/Lymn 
Rose showed their skills with a best penalty of 19 seconds whilst other notable crews 
took a maximum minute penalty at one timing point. 



 

 

Crossing the main Corinth to Kalamata motorway and following the old road as it 
climbed and descended a small pass, we arrived in the town of Megalopoli – which is 
far less grand than its name suggests. All that then remained was a twisty regularity 
through Vangos with three timing points. This was an easier affair and de Vargas 
Machuca/Powley topped the time sheets. 

From here, we embarked on a circuitous route to the lunch halt at the Agroktima 
Papakia. This is a local 260 acre farm park, home to all manner of fauna including 
such exotic creatures as Emus… Lunch was served in the on-site taverna, whose 
walls were adorned with a variety of exhibits dating back to 1700. 

The main excitement at lunch was from regularity three which will always be 
remembered for the picnic area. The overall lead had switched hands and it was 
crosby/Pullan who lead the event for the first time after their mammoth fightback 
through the past six days. 

From lunch, we completed the ‘Megalopoli Circuit’ by passing the End of Regularity 
6/4 and were soon at the start of the first afternoon regularity, which was a long 
‘Alpine’ climb through the Chalikiou Forest. The roads here are reminiscent of those 
in the Ardeche and Cevennes regions of southern France and so regular rallyists 
knew what to expect… Five timing points in 24 km’s kept the pressure on and 
Anderson/Lymn Rose excelled in taking just nine seconds of penalties. 

Reaching the high plateau, we skirted the growing tourist hub of Vytina (where fuel is 
available off route) and climbed ever higher to pass the Mainalo Ski Centre – one of 
the oldest in Greece, dating back to 1965. 

Keeping with the ‘Alpine’ theme, we stopped for afternoon refreshments at the 
Chalet Mainalon – a lovely wooden chalet. 

News was reaching us that once again the lead had changed with Anderson/Lymn 
Rose taking the top spot. 

We then took the motorway for a short run north and within half an hour, the scenery 
had changed totally and more stereotypical Greek landscape was the backdrop for 
the final long regularity across a low range of scrubby hills ringed by the ever present 
olive groves to the coast at Nea Kios. Although the character of this section was 



 

different to Regularity 6/5, what was the same were the statistics for those sports 
fans amongst us – five timing points in 24 km’s. Rounding off a good day, best 
penalties were posted by Anderson/Lymn Rose on seven seconds, also being 
matched by the Godfrey’s pairing. 

A short drive along the seafront brought us to our second test of the day at Memphis 
Kart – a short but flowing circuit for all to enjoy… Obviously enjoying it the most were 
Anderson/Lymn Rose beating de Vargas Machuca/Powley by two seconds. 

This final competitive action was located just a stone’s throw from our overnight halt 
at the Amalia Hotel – a neoclassical building set in beautiful gardens just outside the 
elegant port of Nafplio. As has become the norm this week, the first port of call was 
the welcoming pool in which to cool off after a tough day on the road. 

The Best on Day Award this evening has been awarded to Roger Tushingham and 
Amy Henchoz who had a stellar day taking just 1 minute 41 seconds of penalties. 

The overall lead has extended to 18 seconds with the excellent form shown by 
Anderson/Lymn Rose this afternoon and with one day remaining, they look very 
confident to keep their cool and claim the top spot 

 


